
"Uptown in Central Park, on any fair evening, an all-star cast (Meryl Streep, Kevin Kline, 
Christopher Walken, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Natalie Portman, Marcia Gay Harden, John 
Goodman, et al) gathers under the stars to bring us in a translation by Tom Stoppard, 
directed by Mike Nichols, one of the greatest plays ever written… While downtown, on East 
26th Street, on some of those same evenings, one woman alone, accompanied by a couple 
of musicians and the actor who plays her son, bites in performance perhaps no less 
movingly and maybe even more deeply – more immediately, into what Anton Chekhov in 
"The Seagull" laid upon the emotions of all of us; what he told us, made us see about 
ourselves – parents and children, artists and civilians, mothers and sons, people, then, now 
and tomorrow. . ."
- Jerry Tallmer, The Villager

". . .Ms. Wright is stunning in it . . .Eerie and effective. " 
- Peter Filichia, broadwayonline

"…at the heart of it all is the dynamic Wright in a complex, uncompromising performance. 
Wright’s Irina is comically theatrical, effortlessly charming, cruelly cutting and chillingly cold."
- Karen Reynolds, SHOW BUSINESS 

"scintillating delivery. . .This is an imaginative, nervy work."
- Arlene McKanic, Greenwich Village Gazette

". . .statuesque beauty and considerable warmth. . ."
- The Village Voice

". . .Ms. Wright herself plays Arkadina, and shines as brilliantly as one has every right to 
expect a great star should. She projects an aura of warmth, confidence, and humor that 
seems to wrap the audience up and draw them in, both figuratively and literally. Whether 
conveying her hopes for a bright future or encountering the horrors of a dimmer past, Ms. 
Wright gives a powerful performance from beginning to end. . ."
- Matthew Murray, talkinbroadway
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